Characterization of two divergently transcribed Dictyostelium gene pairs and identification of G-rich sequence element lying between them with the characteristics of a basal promoter element.
The cysteine proteinase 1 (CP1) and cysteine proteinase 2 (CP2) genes of Dictyostelium discoideum encode coordinately expressed mRNA sequences that are inducible by extracellular cAMP. Both genes form part of divergently transcribed gene pairs. The gene proximal to CP1 is coordinately regulated and encodes a protein containing several potential zinc binding domains of the kind found in DNA binding proteins. The gene proximal to CP2 is a constitutively transcribed gene of unknown function. There are multiple, short, G-rich sequence elements between both gene pairs, and deletion of the pair of elements 200 nucleotides upstream from the CP2 gene abolishes cAMP-inducibility. A synthetic oligonucleotide, containing two copies of the G-rich element from the CP1 gene, will reconstitute cAMP-inducibility in the deletion mutant of the CP2 gene. This shows that the elements in the two genes are functionally homologous. Efficient induction requires at least two copies of the CP1 element, but their relative orientation is unimportant. Two copies in an inverted orientation are, however, inactive when moved upstream of their normal position and are incapable of conferring cAMP-inducibility on a heterologous gene. These observations suggest that these sequences are either essential promoter elements, not themselves interacting with the inducer, or that their interaction with a separate class of control sequences is necessary for inducible expression.